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Abstract 

This paper was mainly concerned with analyzing the processes of active participle formation in Modern Standard 
Arabic (MSA). It also aimed to examine the Rural Palestinian Dialect (RPD) in order to reveal the derivation of 
the active participle in this dialect and to describe any patterns that might vary from MSA. The study was based 
on the traditional notions of root and pattern which characterize Arabic morphology. The data for this study were 
collected from various sources. These sources are not researchers but they are people originated from Palestine. 
Then the data were analyzed in terms of morphology.  
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1. Introduction 

Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by around 350 million people, but it is understood among Muslims around 
the world that is four times larger, (Abdel-Monem et al., 2009). In Arabic, there is classical Arabic, Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA) and spoken Arabic. Classical Arabic is the Arabic used in the Qur’an and in the Arabian 
literature. MSA is the variety of Arabic which is used as the official language in Arab countries. Ziadeh and 
Winder (2003) report that MSA is widely used in the “media, official documents, correspondence, education and 
as a liturgical language,” (p. 122).They add that it is a modern variant of classical Arabic and it is learned at 
school and in the daily news, religious practice, and print media. Spoken Arabic, on the other hand, which is 
often referred to as colloquial Arabic or dialects is a mixed form, which has many variations. These variations 
may be difficult to understand from one area to the other (Ziadeh & Winder, 2003). Thus, an important quality of 
the Arab communities is the existence of diglossia. According to Ferguson (1959), diglossia is a characteristic 
feature of the Arabic world and MSA is the language used for writing but it is not a native language of anyone. 

The Arabic language is morphologically based on the notion of the root, which are three consonants which show 
a meaning. According to Aronoff (1994), the nature of Semitic languages’ morphology is clear when one 
considers that “roots are mere collections of consonants from which all individual word-forms are quite 
dramatically given form by the laying of templates and affixes,” (Aronoff 1994, p. 3). Ryding (2005) also defines 
the root as a “relatively invariable discontinuous bound morpheme” which has a lexical meaning (p. 47). Neme 
and Laporte (2013) agree with the Aronoff and Ryding and add that the grammatical differences among these 
forms make new patterns as the lexical items are classified as biliteral, triliteral, quadriliteral, quinqueliteral 
depending on how many letters the root has (Neme & Laporte, 2013). 

According to Hudson (1985), the application of MSA morphological pattern rules is not difficult. He explains the 
traditional Semitic grammarians have documented a few examples to show derivational processes, but these 
examples are effective and the patterns are very clear, and they prove that root and pattern morphologies are not 
difficult to learn. 

The morphological patterns of MSA are used in the colloquial varieties; however, new patterns have arisen by 
time. These patterns need to be studied as the dialect is considered a powerful means of communication which 
has its own characteristic features which make it unique. Many studies were conducted in order to investigate the 
linguistic variability in the Palestinian Arabic. However, few of these studies concentrated on the morphological 
patterns of the active participle. So, the researcher believed that this study might generate interest in this issue.  
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This study aimed to analyze the formation of the active participle in MSA. It intended to explore the patterns 
used in MSA and the Rural Palestinian Dialect (RPD). The researcher believed that an understanding of the 
manner in which the active participle is derived might have important implications on understanding the 
morphological variation between this dialect and MSA. 

The linguistic description which this study presents was of two parts, the morphological features of the Active 
Participle in MSA and PRD. The data for the first part came from the studies which examined the active 
participle in MSA. The data concerning the Palestinian dialect were gathered by the researcher from individuals 
of a Palestinian background, including the researcher’s family as a native Palestinians. The researcher, then, 
analyzed the data collected in order to reveal the PRD patterns which may be inconsistent with MSA.  

2. MSA Morphology 
Bohas and Kouloughli (2006) mentioned that the traditional schools which had a great role in establishing Arabic 
grammar are the Kufa School and the Basra School. These two schools agree that the majority of the Arabic lexis 
have a trilateral root (f Ҁ l). Alkaleel-Bin-Ahmed used this root as a criterion for rhyming in poetry.  

To convey information, the Arabic language uses sounds (Ryding, 2014). With these sounds, it creates patterns or 
templates where roots fit and by which stems are produced and inflected. These sounds are called zawaaɁid in 
Arabic (singular zaaɁida)) and are usually referred to as formatives in English terms as they are used to form 
words. Aronoff (1994) defines formatives as “serving to form words: said chiefly of flexional and derivative 
suffixes,” (Aronoff, 1994, p. 2). Ryding (2014) mentions that Semitic vowels are components of derived 
word-stems and form three long and three short: /aa/, /ii/, /uu/, /a/, /i/, and /u/, whereas the consonantal 
derivational affixes used in Arabic are: hamza, taaɁ, miim, nuun, siin, yaaɁ, and waaw. These thirteen forms (six 
vowels and seven consonants) form the patterns in Arabic (Ryding, 2014, p. 65). 

Morphologists used these patterns as a morphological scale to indicate the various processes that a word may 
show during its formation. These processes may involve affixation, letter shifting or sometimes deletion, among 
other processes. Of course, these changes take the form of patterns which have to comply with the language 
morphological scale. Examples to show how the morphological scale works are: 

1- t a ʃ a a ʤ u r 

 ʃ ʤ j r  

 f Ҁ l 

 t a f a a ? u l  

2- i s t i b a a n a t 

 b y n 

 f Ҁ l 

i s t i f Ҁ a l a t 

In the first example, (t a ʃ a a ʤ ur) there isn’t either deletion or shifting in the root (ʃ ʤ r). However, in 
(istibaanah) both deletion and replacive shifting occur; in the verb (bayan), the [ya] is deleted. As a result, the [Ҁ] 
of the morphological scale is deleted also and the morph (t) is added at the end of the noun. It should be 
emphasized that in Arabic it is not acceptable to produce several stems from roots without considering the 
limitations of MSA root productivity, (Ibrahim, 2010). 

Affixation also works as part of the pattern formation. For example, the prefix –mu is a morpheme used with 
participles which are derived from the verb, active or passive. Consequently, it can be part of the patterns such as 
mufҀil (e.g., mumkin ‘possible,’ or mushrif ‘supervising’) or muftaҀal (e.g., muħtaram ‘respected’). This shows 
how the Arabic language is systematic in the word-building process (Bohas, Guillaume, & Kouloughli, 2006).  

3. The Active Participle in MSA 

The active participle is a form which is used in MSA as well as its varieties. It indicates the agent or doer of an 
activity such as teacher, writer, copier, worker, and director in the English language.  

In MSA, the active participle has many patterns which can be listed as follows: 

1- With trilateral roots in which the /Ҁ/ (second consonant) of the verb is followed by the vowel /aa/, the active 
participle follows the pattern faaҀil . The following are examples where the trilateral verb and active participle 
are listed consecutively, (Ziadeh & Winder, 2003). 
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kataba kaatib ‘writer’ 

nasaxa naasix ‘copier’ Ҁamila Ҁaamil ‘worker’ 

qaqḍa qaaḍi ‘judge’ 

However, if the verb has /u/ vowel or đamma, it follows the pattern faҀiil such as: ḍaҀufa ḍaҀiif ‘weak’ 

Halwani (1993) mentions that with hollow verbs, which have the long vowel /aa/ in the middle, the active 
participle follows the pattern faaɁil. This is the case where the /Ҁ/ of the verb is transformed into a hamza /Ɂ/. 
Examples of this pattern are: 

baaҀa baaɁiҀ ‘seller’ 

naama naɁim ‘sleeper’ 

2- With quadrilateral roots, the active participle follows the following pattern: 

- Using the imperfective form of the verb, then substituting its marking consonant (y) with mu- and using a kasra 
for the pre-final consonant, thus producing the pattern mufҀil. Examples are:  

aslama yuslimu muslim ‘Muslim’ 

aħsana yuhsinu muħsin ‘benefactor’ 

anҀama yunҀimu munҀim ‘granter’ 

Schulz (2004). 

4. The Active Participle in the Rural Palestinian Dialect (RPD) 

The Palestinian society has known a great deal of turmoil and destruction for a long time as it has been divided, 
and colonized and forced to learn other languages. This complicated the linguistic scene in Palestine. However, 
the Palestinians have been able to maintain their linguistic identity as Arab Muslims. Hallloon (2009) asserts that 
despite the various forms of colonization under which the Palestinian community fell, morphological patterns 
have been the least categories varying from MSA. 

RPD is the variety spoken in Palestinian countryside and by Palestinians outside, who come from rural 
backgrounds but have maintained it for more than 60 years of exile. After meeting with members of native 
Palestinian, including the researcher’s family members, the following patterns were found. The researcher 
compared the patterns with MSA. 

1- Using the pattern faҀҀaal instead of faaҀil with trilateral verbs. 

Examples:  

kaðaba kaððaab kaðib (MSA) ‘lier’ 

xadama xaddaamih xaddima (t) (MSA) ‘female servant’ 

It should be emphasized that faҀҀaal is a noun of intensity in MSA, which shows a great deal of the noun, and 
follow the pattern faҀҀaal. Rural Palestinians tend to use these patterns so frequently as in the examples stated 
above. Other examples are ‘sayyah nayyah’ to show the vastness of the house, and ‘kassiib’ for the person who 
earns a big amount of money.  

2- Producing the pattern fuuҀlaan/ faҀlaan instead of faaҀil in MSA. An example of this is: 

dʒaaҀa dʒuuҀaan dʒaaɁiҀ(MSA) ‘hungry’ 

zahiqa zahkaan zahiq(MSA) ‘bored’ 

3- In other trilateral patterns, Palestinians tend to also add the suffix –i at the end of active participles which are 
formed from defective verbs such as qaḍa, and maʃa. 

PRD MSA  

kaḍi-I Qaḍi ‘judge’ 

maʃi-i maʃi ‘walker’

daҀi-i daҀi ‘propagandist’ 

In these examples, the -i in MSA marks the kasra, whereas, the -ii in PRD marks the consonant /ī/ in Arabic. 
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This distinction is caused by nunation in MSA. Examples to illustrate this are: 

MSA PRD  

haaða qaadi haaða qadi-i  ‘This is a judge’ 

zarana daaҀi zarana daaҀi-i ‘we were called on by a 
propagandist’ 

Qaadi and daaҀi here are marked with -i (kasra) due to nunation. In non-nunated constructios, MSA retains the 
ii (consonant ī), which shows conformity between it and PRD. Example of non-nunated constructions in MSA 
are: marra alqaḍi-I ‘the judge passed’ and ansaftu alʃaaki ‘I was fair with the defendant.’ 

4- There are patterns used in PRD which are derived from trilateral geminated roots in MSA such as (ħabba, 
ħassa, ħalla, falla), For example:  

ħab-ib ‘lover of’ 

ħal-il ‘solver’ 

fal-il ‘a runner away’ 

In fact, this pattern in PRD indicates a derived active participle (as they represent the person who does the 
action). However, the researcher looked for a similar derivation in MSA and found hall ‘solver’ and radd 
‘replier,’ (Ryding, 2014). These forms indicate a geminated /l/ and /d/ not doubled ones as in PRD (ħal-il, rad-id). 

5- Sometimes PRD speakers use the active participle instead of the passive participle (e.g., maṣoon ‘preserved’, 
mutawwafaa ‘deceased’) in constructions such as as ħakkak musaan ‘your right is preserved, and abooh 
mitwwafi ‘his father has passed away.’ According to Ryding (2014), the MSA version of these constructions is 
the passive participle: ħakkak masuun, and aboohu mutawwafaa. 

6- PRD speakers use the pattern mifҀil instead of the pattern mufҀil in MSA. Examples are: 

MSA PRD   

mu-slim mi-slim ‘Muslim’  

mu-ħsin mi-ħsin ‘benefactor’  

mu-nҀim mi-nҀim ‘granter’  

As mentioned above, MSA forms active participle from quadrilateral verbs by replacing the imperfective 
marking consonant (y) with mu- and using a kasra for the pre-final consonant, thus producing the pattern mufҀil. 
These examples show that PRD speakers partially retain the way the active participle is formed in MSA as they 
keep the –i-(kasra), but use the prefix mi- instead of mu- of MSA. 

It is noteworthy to mention that there are several derivational affixes used in the Palestinian dialect, which do not 
exist in MSA. These forms are the result of foreign influence on Palestine throughout history and contact with 
neighboring countries. Some of these affixes are: 

1- Some noun which refers to the agent are derived by adding the suffix –ji. This suffix is usually used to 
indicate people’s professions. Examples are: 

Kundar-ji ‘shoe mender’ 

kahwa-ji ‘coffee maker’ 

Kabab-ji ‘kebab seller’ 

Hamam-ji ‘pigeon seller’ 

kola-ji ‘goal keeper’ 

2- Adding the prefix baʃ- to career nouns such as muhandis (engineer), kateb (clerk). 

Examples: 

Baʃ-muhandis 

Baʃ-katib 

In the examples, kateb and muhandis are derived according to MSA patterns. However, the prefix baʃ- does not 
exist in MSA. It is one of the prefixes which the Palestinians adopted from Turkish in addition to the suffix –ji 
during the Turkish rule over Palestine. In the Palestinian rural society, the prefix baʃ- is used as a title which 
shows respect and a good social and professional rank (Hallloon, 2009). 
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5. Conclusion 

This study aimed to analyze the active participle used in MSA and RPD. The data for this study were collected 
from different sources. The analysis of the data revealed the patterns used in MSA. These patterns were listed 
and investigated morphologically. The PRD was also examined in order to find the different patterns. It was 
found that PRD uses the MSA patterns of the active participle such as faaҀel, faҀeel and mufҀill. However, other 
different patterns were found and were morphologically examined. These forms showed that PRD active 
participle did not only vary morphologically from MSA, but it also developed some affixes which are 
non-Arabic at all such as -ji and baʃ-. The researcher would like to point out that the limited framework of this 
study did not make it possible to make an extensive examination of the active participle. The researcher believes 
that PRD morphology deserves a more comprehensive study.  
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